
 

Logis 

 

Development business 

Mission : 

 Develop and strengthen partnerships with real estate actors (real estate agents, 

promoters, manufacturers...) 

 Anticipate and analyze customers needs through active listening 

 Propose and negotiate web solutions adapted to the customers’ needs to give them 

total satisfaction 

 Actively develop your CA and contribute to Logis growth 

Profile : 

 You like sales and you go looking for business 

 You have an outstanding listening ability 

 You know how to answer the phone 

 You like convincing and negotiating 

 You have a network that makes the whole difference 

 You have a high taste of digital culture 

  

Android Mobile Development 

Mission 

 Application general optimization 

 Added additional features (to be defined) 

 Recovered data, asynchronous management 

 use of a specific API for data retention 

 



Profile: 

 Good English read/written 

 Knowledge of the MVC model, of OOP required 

 Interested in new Technos, loving the challenges 

 Preferably having an Android experience 

 Understanding multi-threading problems is a plus 

Web development 

Mission 

 Development and web Application improvement 

 Analysis and referencing site visibility and improvement 

 SEO optimization tools Management 

 Added additional features (to be defined) 

 Graphic elements creation 

 Web services maintenance 

  

Profile 

 Required Skills: Php5 object, (My) SQL, Jquery/JavaScript/Ajax, HTML5, CSS3 

 Desired Skills: MVC Framework (CodeIgniter), Css Responsive Web Design 

(Bootstrap), Rest API 

Data science: 

Missions: 

 Participate in predictive algorithms development and optimization 

 Work on important data volumes to make the most out of deep learning approaches. 

  

Certain examples of real projects: 

 Enhance ads recommendation system 

 Study the automatic ads annotation from images and texts 



 Develop an attribution algorithm 

 You want to create innovating products and real from scientific and technological 

solutions 

 You are in standby on the new technologies, and especially on the machine learning 

development 

 You know how to express a complex idea in a synthetic way orally and in writing, 

with various interlocutors 

Profile: 

 Very good knowledge level in mathematics, statistics and modeling 

 Machine Learning and Deep Learning main algorithms knowledge 

 Good level of programming in Python (more if knowledge of the main libraries in 

ML and DL: Scikit-Learn, Keras, TensorFlow) 

 Data Query Language (SQL, Spark) Mastering is a great plus 

 A correct level of English is desired (in this field, the publications are in English) 

 Online code (GITHUB, GitLab, Kaggle) publication is a plus (do not hesitate to 

contact us, we will be delighted to take a look) 
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